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ABSTRACT: Image segmentation is a pre-requisite to medical image analysis. Medical image segmentation has long 
been recognised as a difficult problem. In Medical images, accurate segmentation is a key step in contouring during 
radiotherapy planning. Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) are the most widely used radiographic techniques in 
diagnosis, clinical studies and treatment planning. In this paper, the technique incorporated is a Reverse Accuracy 
Classification (RCA) framework that predicts the performance of a segmentation method on new data. RCA takes the 
predicted segmentation from a new image to train a reverse classifier that is evaluated to a set of reference images with 
available Ground Truth. The ideal concept is that to rank the best segmentation results in the database without making 
the manual label. Then match the rank between the predictions of the truth saved in database. Rather than going in a 
traditional way of classification, a reverse way of testing is followed which lead to the prediction of segmentation 
quality in the absence of Ground Truth. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Image Segmentation is an important factor for analysis which extract clinical useful information from the 
segmented images. Image segmentation is the process of partitioning a digital image into multiple segments which is 
typically used to locate objects and boundaries (lines, curves, etc.) in images. The field of medical imaging has 
undergone revolutionary advances over of the past 2 decades. New medical imaging technologies have provided 
physician’s powerful, non-invasive techniques to probe the structure, operate and pathology of the physique. 
Segmentation among the particles of the varied components is extremely vital to medical call. Despite of the 
significant advancement in this field, medical image segmentation remains an unresolved problem.  
 With increasing use of Magnetic Resonance (MR) imaging and Computed Topography (CT) scan for 
diagnosis, treatment planning and clinical studies, it has become almost compulsory to use computers to assist 
radiological experts in clinical diagnosis and treatment planning. Machine Learning classification has been the most 
important computational development in the last years to satisfy the primary need of clinicians for automatic early 
diagnosis. A two-class classification model for grouping and linear classifier to combine these features was proposed 
in [14]. To demonstrate the power of the classification model, a simple algorithm was used to randomly search for 
good segmentations. In cases of new data, it became very difficult to predict the real performance of a particular 
segmentation method when no reference image is available. RCA framework method was used to predict 
segmentation accuracy in such cases of absence of GT. Objective of this study is to find out how RCA model aims to 
answer the question on how to estimate the performance of models in cases where ground truth is not available [1]. 
 Characterizing the performance of image segmentation approaches has been a persistent challenge. 
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Performance analysis plays a vital role since segmentation algorithms often have limited accuracy and precision. 
Interactive drawing of the desired segmentation by human raters has always been an acceptable approach, and yet 
suffers from intra-rater and inter-rater variability. Automated algorithms have been sought in order to remove the 
variability introduced by raters, but such algorithms must be assessed to check their endurance whether they are 
suitable for the task or not. The performance of raters (human or algorithmic) generating segmentations of network 
or individual battery energy of a node [1]. Medical images has been difficult to quantify because of the difficulty of 
obtaining or estimating a known true segmentation for clinical data. An example of segmented image is shown in 
Fig.1 

 
Fig.1 A Segmented image of Femur Bone 

 
The trend towards large-scale studies including population imaging poses a new challenge in terms of quality 

control. This is a particular issue when automatic processing tool such as Image segmentation methods are employed 
to derive quantitative measures or bio markers for further analyses. However it is important to detect when an 
automatic method fails to avoid inclusion of wrong results which further lead to incorrect conclusions. In order to 
overcome this challenge, reverse classification accuracy approach is used for predicting segmentation quality. 
Traditionally segmentation performance was evaluated by selection of a random data set and obtaining a manual 
expert segmentation for it which was then compared to the automatic one. In order to solve segmentation problems, 
different methods were proposed based on statistical models [2], multi-atlas label propagation [3] and supervised 
classification [4]. 

On deploying a segmentation method there is hardly any idea to predict its real performance. Assessing the 
performance using traditional evaluation measures is a challenging problem when no GT is available for comparison. 
Perhaps, it is difficult to assess the accuracy level on clinical data [15] and thus find out the failure of automatic 
segmentation method. Particularly when segmentation is an intermediate step in large scale automated analysis 
where no visual quality control is present. This plays a vital role in large scale studies like the UK Biobank Imaging 
Study [16] where automated methods are applied on thousands of images, and segmentation is used for further 
statistical population analysis. 
 

II. RELATED WORK 
 

In many domains from graphics, remote sensing to marketing strategies, it has become difficult to retrieve an 
objective performance evaluation without GT. The lack-of-label problem has been tackled by exploiting transfer 
learning in [5] using a reverse validation procedure when the number of labeled data is limited in the general 
machine learning domain. The basic idea of reverse validation [5] is based on reverse testing [6] new proposed 
classifier is initially trained on prediction of the test data and later evaluated on Training data. This thought of 
reverse testing is closely related to the approach of RCA in [1]. 

  The segmentation performance is evaluated by several tasks like separating the perceptual salient structures 
[7], automatically generating semantic GT [8], [9] or by observing at contextual properties [10].A method for 
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analyzing objective metrics like precision and recall with no GT is proposed but it failed with data sets that had 
partial GT as probabilistic model approach is used.  

System proposed by [11] used region-correlation matrix to quantify the performance of various segmentation 
algorithms. The drawbacks found with this system was that there was no independence for evaluation of the 
segmentation performance considering a particular method for an image.  

Meta-evaluation framework, which is a standalone method where image features are used to provide 
ranking of different methods [17] used in a machine learning setting that provides a ranking of different methods. 
Standalone methods have the advantage that they do not require a manually segmented reference image for 
comparison and can therefore be used for real-time evaluation. But it faced a problem with the estimation of 
segmentation performance of an individual image. An effort to reckon objective metrics like precision and recall 
with missing GT is proposed by [18]. The drawback with it was that it could be used for data sets with partial GT 
since under the same assumptions it applies a probabilistic model.  

Unsupervised methods in [19], [20] aim to obtain the segmentation accuracy directly from the images and 
label maps like geometrical and information-theoretic features. It enables the quantification of the quality of an 
image segmentation result. These evaluation criteria reckon some statistics for each region or class in a segmentation 
result. Such an evaluation criterion can be useful for different applications like the comparison of segmentation 
results, the automatic choice of the best fitted parameters of a segmentation method for a given image, or the 
definition of new segmentation methods by optimization. But the application in medical setting is unclear as 
unsupervised methods are applied to scenarios where the main motto of segmentation is to yield visually consistent 
results that are meaningful to a human observer.  

Among all ensembles approaches Random Forest (RF) [11] produced the best accuracies in many scientific 
fields. Random forests grows many classification trees. To classify a new object from an input vector, put the input 
vector down each of the trees in the forest. Each tree gives a classification and the tree “votes “for that class. The 
forest chooses the classification having the most votes (over all the trees in the forest). After time δt it calls the 
optimization function to select the path and send RREP. Optimization function uses the individual node’s battery 
energy; if node is having low energy level then optimization function will not use that node. 

III. SYSTEM OVERVIEW 
 

A system framework aimed to assess the performance of the segmented images in a reverse manner has helped 
to solve cases where there is no reference available to compare with. RCA in [1] is applied to estimate the 
segmentation quality by using one of the specific segmentation method like Multi Atlas, Single Atlas or Random 
Forest. RCA model was applied with Single Atlas, Constrained CNN and Atlas Forest. But among those algorithm 
Constrained CNN failed to give a high accuracy as compared to Single Atlas and Atlas Forest. This model worked 
well on large body organs like brain, stomach, liver, pelvis and but estimated less accuracy for smaller organs like 
spleen, adrenal glands and clavicles. System has two phases, mainly segmentation phase and then comparing it with 
the reference database for predicting the accuracy in a reverse manner. The supposition mentions that the RCA 
classifier which is trained using predicted segmentation that acts as pseudo GT, worked well if the segmentation 
quality was high for a new image. Similarly, if the segmentation quality revealed to be poor then it would poorly 
perform on the reference images. Considering the scenario that in cases of absence of GT images, it becomes 
difficult to analyze the segmentation performance. It is also necessary to check when the automatic segmentation 
method fails RCA has the advantage of allowing to predict the accuracy for each individual case and also allows 
drawing conclusions for the overall performance of a particular segmentation method. 
RCA Model: 
The RCA framework is based on the thought of training reverse classifiers on individual images utilizing their 
predicted segmentation as pseudo GT. In this system three different methods for RCA classifier along with 
combination of different segmentation methods. Fig.2 shows the detailed architecture of the RCA framework.  

Consider the segmentation result of image I, called Si. A segmentation Si is obtained, by training a chosen 
algorithm with reference database (for which GT is available). Unfortunately for this image no GT is available, thus 
there is no real accuracy. Hence RCA classifier is used for that. RCA classifier is trained using the result of 
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segmentation Si. Then test back to the reference database to obtain the segmentation. From those segmentation in the 
reference database, since GT is present calculate the accuracies. The final prediction accuracy of Si by RCA, is the 
maximum accuracy of the segmentation present among the reference database.  
Segmentation phase: In this step, segmentation of MRI images of organs like brain, liver, lung, etc. is done using 
Single Atlas, Multi Atlas and Convolutional Neural Network (CNN).  
RCA Model: The input received from segmentation phase is then applied to RCA model for classification and 
predicting its performance by comparing it with the reference database. Reference Database: For storing images 
two partitions of database named as Training and Testing database. Absence of GT is only for Testing database 
(which we wish to predict using the RCA). To get the segmentation on testing database, reference (Training) 
database to train a classifier. This training database has GT, which is used to train and segment testing database and 
also to predict the segmentation accuracy using improved RCA model. Fig. 2 describes the architecture of the RCA 
model. 
 
 

 
 

Fig.2 Architecture of the System 
 

IV. PROPOSED ALGORITHM 
 
A. Classifier Algorithms: 

Random Forest, Multi Atlas and CNN method are used for Segmentation Phase. RCA model includes 
Single Atlas, Atlas Forest and Constrained CNN methods for classification. 
 a) Atlas Forests: 

 RCA classifier is based on the recently introduced concept of Atlas Forests (AFs) which demonstrates the 
feasibility of using Random Forests (RFs) [11] to encode individual atlases, i.e., images with corresponding 
segmentations. For general image segmentation tasks Random Forests have become popular and perform a vital role 
as they naturally handle multi-class problems and are computationally efficient. They do not (necessarily) require 
preregistration of the images neither at training nor testing time, since they operate as voxel-wise classifiers. 
Registering location probability maps to each atlas and new image, is not a general requirement for using AFs to 
encode atlases. In fact, the way AFs are employed within RCA framework does not require any image registration. 
The forest-based RCA classifiers were trained all with the same set of parameters of maximum depth 30 and 50 
trees. Atlas Forests give high accuracy in this work for RCA model. 
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b) Deep Learning: 
  CNNs is also used as one of the RCA classifiers. A Deep Medic is utilized for a 3D CNN architecture for 
automatic segmentation [21]. The architecture is computationally efficient as it can handle large image context by 
using a dual pathway for multi-scale processing. CNNs are able to learn highly complex and discriminative data 
associations between input data and target output. The architecture of the network is defined by the number of layers 
and the number of activation functions in each layer. In CNNs, each activation function corresponds to a learned 
convolutional filter, and each filter produces a feature map (FM) by convolving the outputs of the previous layer. 
Through the sequential application of many convolutions, highly complex features are learned that are then used to 
produce voxel-wise predictions at the final, fully-connected layer. CNN shows less accuracy as compared to the 
other Atlas forests and Random Forests. 
c) Atlas-based label propagation:  
The third approach considered is atlas-based label propagation. Label propagation using multiple atlases are used to 
on many segmentation problems [3]. A common procedure in multi-atlas methods is to use non-rigid registration to 
align the atlases with the image to be segmented and then perform label fusion strategies to obtain predictions for 
each image point. Multi-atlas methods are based on registration but are not strictly voxel-wise classifiers as they 
operate on the whole image during registration, the final stage of label fusion can be considered as a voxel wise 
classification step. An approach that has been originally developed in the context of segmentation of cardiac MRI 
[22] is used. For the purpose of RCA, however, there is only a single atlas and thus no label fusion is required.  
d) Random Forest: 
 Random Forests grows many classification trees. Each tree is grown as follows:  
I)  If the number of cases in the training set is N, sample N   cases at random but with replacement, from the original 
data. This sample will be the training set for growing the tree.  
II) If there are M input variables, a number m is specified such that at each node, m variables are selected at random 
out of the M and the best split on these m is used to split the node. The value of m is held constant during the forest 
growing. 
III) Each tree is grown to the largest extent possible. There is no pruning. 
 
B. Mathematical Model: 
Equation of a proxy measure for predicting the segmentation accuracy is as follows, where ρ is any evaluation 
metric, such as DSC, ASD or HD 
*SI denotes the predicted segmentation that here acts as pseudo GT 
*I be an image that has been segmented by any segmentation method 
*Segmentation Function FI, SI (J) = SJ 
*Image J which produces a segmentation SJ 
 

ρ. (SI ) = max 1≤k≤m ρ(FI,SI (Jk ), SGT Jk ) 
 

V. SIMULATION RESULTS 
 
A. Performance Metrics for Prediction Accuracy: 

The Dices similarity coefficient is the most widely used measure for evaluating segmentation performance , and the 
main results in this study focused on how well the DSC, predicted good results using RCA framework. In order to 
quantify prediction accuracy, three different measures, namely the correlation between predicted and real DSC, the 
mean absolute error (MAE), and a classification accuracy were incorporated in this model. Arguably, the most 
important measure for direct evaluation of how well RCA works is the MAE directly reveals how close the predicted 
DSC is to the real one. Correlation is of great importance, as it conveyed a relation between predicted and real 
scores. Segmentation Failure Detection in clinical measures it is of great importance to be able to detect when an 
automated method fails. Low real DSC scores if obtained are correctly predicted and failed segmentations are 
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identified from the score. It is important to exclude failed segmentations from the subsequent analysis as it leads to 
wrong results or conclusions.  
 
B. Summary: 

An appealing property of the proposed framework is that unlike the supervised methods no training data is 
required that captures examples of good and bad segmentations. Instead, RCA simply relies on the availability of a 
reference database with available GT segmentations. The drawback, however, is that assumption of a linear 
relationship between predicted and real scores which should be close to an identity mapping, something only found 
in the case of using Single-Atlas label propagation. In the case of off-diagonal correlation, as for example found for 
Atlas Forests, an extension to RCA could be considered where the predictions are calibrated. This, however, requires 
training data from which a regression function could be learned. CNN show a very less accuracy level for 
classification as compared to Atlas forest and Single Atlas. 

 
Table No. 1 Detecting Segmentation Failure Using Random Forest  

 
RCA Classifier Correlation MAE Accuracy

    
    

Random Forest 
(proposed) 89% 9% 95% 

    
Atlas Forest 

(existing) 85% 9.6% 88.4% 
    

Single Atlas 
(existing) 87% 9.7% 92.8% 

    
 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 
 
 A survey of the earlier related work has been done successfully which involves a unique method for classifying 

images in a reverse way. The initial studies showed that RCA model worked well with Atlas Forest and Single Atlas 
but not with CNN. RCA has advantages in the absence of Ground Truth for classifying correct segmented results and 
find the best match for the new image as it is ideal for integration into automatic processing pipelines in clinical 
routine. In large scale studies it is important to detect failed segmentations as it is not feasible to employ manual quality 
control with visual inspection. RCA helps as an effective tool to automatically extract the subset of high quality 
segmentations and also detect failure cases. In future RCA can improve on distance based measures and also find 
correct accuracy for small organs like spleen, clavicles etc.  
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